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Abstract

The Direct Data Placement protocol provides information to Place the incoming data directly into an upper layer protocol's receive buffer without intermediate buffers. This removes excess CPU and memory utilization associated with transferring data through the intermediate buffers.
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Introduction

Direct Data Placement Protocol (DDP) enables an Upper Layer Protocol (ULP) to send data to a Data Sink without requiring the Data Sink to place the data in an intermediate buffer - thus when the data arrives at the Data Sink, the network interface can place the data directly into the ULP's buffer. This can enable the Data Sink to consume substantially less memory bandwidth than a buffered model because the Data Sink is not required to move the data from the intermediate buffer to the final destination. Additionally, this can also enable the network protocol to consume substantially fewer CPU cycles than if the CPU was used to move the data, and removes the bandwidth limitation of only being able to move data as fast as the CPU can copy the data.

DDP preserves ULP record boundaries (messages) while providing a variety of data transfer mechanisms and completion mechanisms to be used to transfer ULP messages.

1.1 Architectural Goals

DDP has been designed with the following high-level architectural goals:

* Provide a buffer model that enables the Local Peer to Advertise a named buffer (i.e. a Tag for a buffer) to the Remote Peer, such that across the network the Remote Peer can place data into the buffer at Remote Peer specified locations. This is referred to as the Tagged Buffer Model.

* Provide a second receive buffer model which preserves ULP message boundaries from the Remote Peer and keeps the Local Peer's buffers anonymous (i.e. Untagged). This is referred to as the Untagged Buffer Model.

* Provide reliable, in-order Delivery semantics for both Tagged and Untagged Buffer Models.

* Provide segmentation and reassembly of ULP messages.

* Enable the ULP buffer to be used as a reassembly buffer, without a need for a copy, even if incoming DDP Segments arrive out of order. This requires the protocol to separate Data Placement of ULP Payload contained in an incoming DDP Segment from Data Delivery of completed ULP Messages.

* If the LLP supports multiple LLP streams within a LLP Connection, provide the above capabilities independently on each LLP stream and enable the capability to be exported on a per LLP stream basis to the ULP.
1.2 Protocol Overview

DDP supports two basic data transfer models - a Tagged Buffer data transfer model and an Untagged Buffer data transfer model.

The Tagged Buffer data transfer model requires the Data Sink to send the Data Source an identifier for the ULP buffer, referred to as a Steering Tag (STag). The STag is transferred to the Data Source using a ULP defined method. Once the Data Source ULP has an STag for a destination ULP buffer, it can request that DDP send the ULP data to the destination ULP buffer by specifying the STag to DDP. Note that the Tagged Buffer does not have to be filled starting at the beginning of the ULP buffer. The ULP Data Source can provide an arbitrary offset into the ULP buffer.

The Untagged Buffer data transfer model enables data transfer to occur without requiring the Data Sink to Advertise a ULP Buffer to the Data Source. The Data Sink can queue up a series of receive ULP buffers. An Untagged DDP Message from the Data Source consumes an Untagged Buffer at the Data Sink. Because DDP is message oriented, even if the Data Source sends a DDP Message payload smaller than the receive ULP buffer, the partially filled receive ULP buffer is Delivered to the ULP anyway. If the Data Source sends a DDP Message payload larger than the receive ULP buffer, it results in an error.

There are several key differences between the Tagged and Untagged Buffer Model:

* For the Tagged Buffer Model, the Data Source specifies which received Tagged Buffer will be used for a specific Tagged DDP Message (sender-based ULP buffer management). For the Untagged Buffer Model, the Data Sink specifies the order in which Untagged Buffers will be consumed as Untagged DDP Messages are received (receiver-based ULP buffer management).

* For the Tagged Buffer Model, the ULP at the Data Sink must Advertise the ULP buffer to the Data Source through a ULP specific mechanism before data transfer can occur. For the Untagged Buffer Model, data transfer can occur without an end-to-end explicit ULP buffer Advertisement. Note, however, that the ULP needs to address flow control issues.

* For the Tagged Buffer Model, a DDP Message can start at an arbitrary offset within the Tagged Buffer. For the Untagged Buffer Model, a DDP Message can only start at offset 0.

* The Tagged Buffer Model allows multiple DDP Messages targeted to a Tagged Buffer with a single ULP buffer Advertisement. The Untagged Buffer Model requires associating a receive ULP buffer for each DDP Message targeted to an Untagged Buffer.

Either data transfer model Places a ULP Message into a DDP Message. Each DDP Message is then sliced into DDP Segments that are intended
to fit within a lower-layer-protocol's (LLP) Maximum Upper Layer Protocol Data Unit (MULPDU). Thus the ULP can post arbitrary size ULP Messages, containing up to \(2^{32} - 1\) octets of ULP Payload, and DDP slices the ULP message into DDP Segments which are reassembled transparently at the Data Sink.

DDP provides in-order Delivery for the ULP. However, DDP differentiates between Data Delivery and Data Placement. DDP provides enough information in each DDP Segment to allow the ULP Payload in each inbound DDP Segment payloads to be directly Placed into the correct ULP Buffer, even when the DDP Segments arrive out-of-order. Thus, DDP enables the reassembly of ULP Payload contained in DDP Segments of a DDP Message into a ULP Message to occur within the ULP Buffer, therefore eliminating the traditional copy out of the reassembly buffer into the ULP Buffer.

A DDP Message's payload is Delivered to the ULP when:

- all DDP Segments of a DDP Message have been completely received and the payload of the DDP Message has been Placed into the associated ULP Buffer,
- all prior DDP Messages have been Placed, and
- all prior DDP Message Deliveries have been performed.

The LLP under DDP may support a single LLP stream of data per connection (e.g. TCP) or multiple LLP streams of data per connection (e.g. SCTP). But in either case, DDP is specified such that each DDP Stream is independent and maps to a single LLP stream. Within a specific DDP Stream, the LLP Stream is required to provide in-order, reliable Delivery. Note that DDP has no ordering guarantees between DDP Streams.

A DDP protocol could potentially run over reliable Delivery LLPs or unreliable Delivery LLPs. This specification requires reliable, in order Delivery LLPs.

### 1.3 DDP Layering

DDP is intended to be LLP independent, subject to the requirements defined in section 3. However, DDP was specifically defined to be part of a family of protocols that were created to work well together, as shown in Figure 1 DDP Layering. For LLP protocol definitions of each LLP, see [MPA], [TCP], and [SCTP].

DDP enables direct data Placement capability for any ULP, but it has been specifically designed to work well with RDMAP (see [RDMA]), and is part of the iWARP protocol suite.
If DDP is layered below RDMAP and on top of MPA and TCP, then the respective headers and payload are arranged as follows (Note: For clarity, MPA header and CRC are included but framing markers are not shown):
Figure 2 MPA, DDP, and RDMAP Header Alignment
2 Glossary

2.1 General

Advertisement (Advertised, Advertise, Advertisements, Advertises) - The act of informing a Remote Peer that a local RDMA Buffer is available to it. A Node makes available an RDMA Buffer for incoming RDMA Read or RDMA Write access by informing its RDMA/DDP peer of the Tagged Buffer identifiers (STag, base address, length). This advertisement of Tagged Buffer information is not defined by RDMA/DDP and is left to the ULP. A typical method would be for the Local Peer to embed the Tagged Buffer's Steering Tag, address, and length in a Send message destined for the Remote Peer.

Data Delivery (Delivery, Delivered, Delivers) - Delivery is defined as the process of informing the ULP or consumer that a particular message is available for use. This is specifically different from "Placement", which may generally occur in any order, while the order of "Delivery" is strictly defined. See "Data Placement".

Data Sink - The peer receiving a data payload. Note that the Data Sink can be required to both send and receive RDMA/DDP Messages to transfer a data payload.

Data Source - The peer sending a data payload. Note that the Data Source can be required to both send and receive RDMA/DDP Messages to transfer a data payload.

iWARP - A suite of wire protocols comprised of RDMAP [RDMAP], DDP [DDP], and MPA [MPA]. The iWARP protocol suite may be layered above TCP, SCTP, or other transport protocols.

Local Peer - The RDMA/DDP protocol implementation on the local end of the connection. Used to refer to the local entity when describing a protocol exchange or other interaction between two Nodes.

Node - A computing device attached to one or more links of a network. A Node in this context does not refer to a specific application or protocol instantiation running on the computer. A Node may consist of one or more RNICs installed in a host computer.

Remote Peer - The RDMA/DDP protocol implementation on the opposite end of the connection. Used to refer to the remote entity when describing protocol exchanges or other interactions between two Nodes.

RNIC - RDMA Enabled Network Interface Controller. In this context, this would be a network I/O adapter or embedded controller with iWARP functionality.
ULP - Upper Layer Protocol. The protocol layer above the protocol layer currently being referenced. The ULP for RDMA/DDP is expected to be an OS, application, adaptation layer, or proprietary device. The RDMA/DDP documents do not specify a ULP - they provide a set of semantics that allow a ULP to be designed to utilize RDMA/DDP.

ULP Message - The ULP data that is handed to a specific protocol layer for transmission. Data boundaries are preserved as they are transmitted through iWARP.

ULP Payload - The ULP data that is contained within a single protocol segment or packet (e.g. a DDP Segment).

2.2 LLP

LLP - Lower Layer Protocol. The protocol layer beneath the protocol layer currently being referenced. For example, for DDP the LLP is SCTP, MPA, or other transport protocols. For RDMA, the LLP is DDP.

LLP Connection - Corresponds to an LLP transport-level connection between the peer LLP layers on two nodes.

LLP Stream - Corresponds to a single LLP transport-level stream between the peer LLP layers on two Nodes. One or more LLP Streams may map to a single transport-level LLP Connection. For transport protocols that support multiple streams per connection (e.g. SCTP), a LLP Stream corresponds to one transport-level stream.

MULPDU - Maximum Upper Layer Protocol Data Unit. The current maximum size of the record that is acceptable for DDP to pass to the LLP for transmission.

2.3 Direct Data Placement (DDP)

DDP Graceful Teardown - The act of closing a DDP Stream such that all in-progress and pending DDP Messages are allowed to complete successfully.

DDP Abortive Teardown - The act of closing a DDP Stream without attempting to complete in-progress and pending DDP Messages.

Data Placement (Placement, Placed, Places) - For DDP, this term is specifically used to indicate the process of writing to a data buffer by a DDP implementation. DDP Segments carry Placement information, which may be used by the receiving DDP implementation to perform Data Placement of the DDP Segment ULP Payload. See "Data Delivery" and "Direct Data Placement".

DDP Control Field - A fixed 8-bit field in the DDP Header.
DDP Header - The header present in all DDP Segments. The DDP Header contains control and Placement fields that are used to define the final Placement location for the ULP Payload carried in a DDP Segment.

DDP Message - A ULP defined unit of data interchange, which is subdivided into one or more DDP Segments. This segmentation may occur for a variety of reasons, including segmentation to respect the maximum segment size of the underlying transport protocol.

DDP Segment - The smallest unit of data transfer for the DDP protocol. It includes a DDP Header and ULP Payload (if present). A DDP Segment should be sized to fit within the Lower Layer Protocol MULPDU.

DDP Stream - a sequence of DDP messages whose ordering is defined by the LLP. For SCTP, a DDP Stream maps directly to an SCTP stream. For MPA, a DDP Stream maps directly to a TCP connection and a single DDP Stream is supported. Note that DDP has no ordering guarantees between DDP Streams.

DDP Stream Identifier (ID) - An identifier for a DDP Stream.

Direct Data Placement - A mechanism whereby ULP data contained within DDP Segments may be Placed directly into its final destination in memory without processing of the ULP. This may occur even when the DDP Segments arrive out of order. Out of order Placement support may require the Data Sink to implement the LLP and DDP as one functional block.

Direct Data Placement Protocol (DDP) - Also, a wire protocol that supports Direct Data Placement by associating explicit memory buffer placement information with the LLP payload units.

Message Offset (MO) - For the DDP Untagged Buffer Model, specifies the offset, in octets, from the start of a DDP Message.

Message Sequence Number (MSN) - For the DDP Untagged Buffer Model, specifies a sequence number that is increasing with each DDP Message.

Protection Domain (PD) - A Mechanism used to associate a DDP Stream and an STag. Under this mechanism, the use of an STag is valid on a DDP Stream if the STag has the same Protection Domain Identifier (PD ID) as the DDP Stream.

Protection Domain Identifier (PD ID) - An identifier for the Protection Domain.

Queue Number (QN) - For the DDP Untagged Buffer Model, identifies a destination Data Sink queue for a DDP Segment.
Steering Tag – An identifier of a Tagged Buffer on a Node, valid as defined within a protocol specification.

STag - Steering Tag

Tagged Buffer – A buffer that is explicitly Advertised to the Remote Peer through exchange of an STag, Tagged Offset, and length.

Tagged Buffer Model – A DDP data transfer model used to transfer Tagged Buffers from the Local Peer to the Remote Peer.

Tagged DDP Message – A DDP Message that targets a Tagged Buffer.

Tagged Offset (TO) – The offset within a Tagged Buffer on a Node.

ULP Buffer – A buffer owned above the DDP Layer and advertised to the DDP Layer either as a Tagged Buffer or an Untagged ULP Buffer.

ULP Message Length – The total length, in octets, of the ULP Payload contained in a DDP Message.

Untagged Buffer – A buffer that is not explicitly Advertised to the Remote Peer.

Untagged Buffer Model – A DDP data transfer model used to transfer Untagged Buffers from the Local Peer to the Remote Peer.

Untagged DDP Message – A DDP Message that targets an Untagged Buffer.
3 Reliable Delivery LLP Requirements

1. LLPs MUST expose MULPDU & MULPDU Changes. This is required so that the DDP layer can perform segmentation aligned with the MULPDU and can adapt as MULPDU changes come about. The corner case of how to handle outstanding requests during a MULPDU change is covered by the requirements below.

2. In the event of a MULPDU change, DDP MUST NOT be required by the LLP to re-segment DDP Segments that have been previously posted to the LLP. Note that under pathological conditions the LLP may change the advertised MULPDU more frequently than the queue of previously posted DDP Segment transmit requests is flushed. Under this pathological condition, the LLP transmit queue can contain DDP Messages which were posted multiple MULPDU updates previously, thus there may be no correlation between the queued DDP Segment(s) and the LLP’s current value of MULPDU.

3. The LLP MUST ensure that if it accepts a DDP Segment, it will transfer it reliably to the receiver or return with an error stating that the transfer failed to complete.

4. The LLP MUST preserve DDP Segment and Message boundaries at the Data Sink.

5. The LLP MAY provide the incoming segments out of order for Placement, but if it does, it MUST also provide information that specifies what the sender specified order was.

6. LLP MUST provide a strong digest (at least equivalent to CRC32-C) to cover at least the DDP Segment. It is believed that some of the existing data integrity digests are not sufficient and that direct memory transfer semantics require a stronger digest than, for example, a simple checksum.

7. On receive, the LLP MUST provide the length of the DDP Segment received. This ensures that DDP does not have to carry a length field in its header.

8. If an LLP does not support teardown of a LLP stream independent of other LLP streams and a DDP error occurs on a specific DDP Stream, then the LLP MUST label the associated LLP stream as an erroneous LLP stream and MUST NOT allow any further data transfer on that LLP stream after DDP requests the associated DDP Stream to be torn down.

9. For a specific LLP Stream, the LLP MUST provide a mechanism to indicate that the LLP Stream has been gracefully torn down. For a specific LLP Connection, the LLP MUST provide a mechanism to indicate that the LLP Connection has been gracefully torn down. Note that if the LLP does not allow an LLP Stream to be torn down independently of the LLP Connection, the above requirements allow the LLP to notify DDP of both events at the same time.
10. For a specific LLP Connection, when all LLP Streams are either gracefully torn down or are labeled as erroneous LLP streams, the LLP Connection MUST be torn down.

11. The LLP MUST NOT pass a duplicate DDP Segment to the DDP Layer after it has passed all the previous DDP Segments to the DDP Layer and the associated ordering information for the previous DDP Segments and the current DDP Segment.
4 Header Format

DDP has two different header formats: one for Data Placement into Tagged Buffers, and the other for Data Placement into Untagged Buffers. See Section 5.1 for a description of the two models.

4.1 DDP Control Field

The first 8 bits of the DDP Header carry a DDP Control Field that is common between the two formats. It is shown below in Figure 3, offset by 16 bits to accommodate the MPA header defined in [MPA]. The MPA header is only present if DDP is layered on top of MPA.

```
 0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|T|L| Rsvd |DV |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 3 DDP Control Field

T - Tagged flag: 1 bit.

Specifies the Tagged or Untagged Buffer Model. If set to one, the ULP Payload carried in this DDP Segment MUST be Placed into a Tagged Buffer.

If set to zero, the ULP Payload carried in this DDP Segment MUST be Placed into an Untagged Buffer.

L - Last flag: 1 bit.

Specifies whether the DDP Segment is the Last segment of a DDP Message. It MUST be set to one on the last DDP Segment of every DDP Message. It MUST NOT be set to one on any other DDP Segment.

The DDP Segment with the L bit set to 1 MUST be posted to the LLP after all other DDP Segments of the associated DDP Message have been posted to the LLP. For an Untagged DDP Message, the DDP Segment with the L bit set to 1 MUST carry the highest MO.

If the Last flag is set to one, the DDP Message payload MUST be Delivered to the ULP after:

- Placement of all DDP Segments of this DDP Message and all prior DDP Messages, and
- Delivery of each prior DDP Message.

If the Last flag is set to zero, the DDP Segment is an intermediate DDP Segment.
Reserved - Reserved: 4 bits.

Reserved for future use by the DDP protocol. This field MUST be set to zero on transmit, and not checked on receive.


The version of the DDP Protocol in use. This field MUST be set to one to indicate the version of the specification described in this document. The value of DV MUST be the same for all the DDP Segments transmitted or received on a DDP Stream.

4.2 DDP Tagged Buffer Model Header

Figure 4 shows the DDP Header format that MUST be used in all DDP Segments that target Tagged Buffers. It includes the DDP Control Field previously defined in Section 4.1. (Note: In Figure 4, the DDP Header is offset by 16 bits to accommodate the MPA header defined in [MPA]. The MPA header is only present if DDP is layered on top of MPA.)

0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|T|L| Rsvd  | DV|   RsvdULP     |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                              STag                             |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 4 Tagged Buffer DDP Header

T is set to one.

RsvdULP - Reserved for use by the ULP: 8 bits.

The RsvdULP field is opaque to the DDP protocol and can be structured in any way by the ULP. At the Data Source, DDP MUST set RsvdULP Field to the value specified by the ULP. It is transferred unmodified from the Data Source to the Data Sink. At the Data Sink, DDP MUST provide the RsvdULP field to the ULP when the DDP Message is delivered. Each DDP Segment within a specific DDP Message MUST contain the same value for this field. The Data Source MUST ensure that each DDP Segment within a specific DDP Message contains the same value for this field.

STag - Steering Tag: 32 bits.

The Steering Tag identifies the Data Sink's Tagged Buffer. The STag MUST be valid for this DDP Stream. The STag is associated with the DDP Stream through a mechanism that is outside the
scope of the DDP Protocol specification. At the Data Source, DDP MUST set the STag field to the value specified by the ULP. At the Data Sink, the DDP MUST provide the STag field when the ULP Message is delivered. Each DDP Segment within a specific DDP Message MUST contain the same value for this field and MUST be the value supplied by the ULP. The Data Source MUST ensure that each DDP Segment within a specific DDP Message contains the same value for this field.

TO - Tagged Offset: 64 bits.

The Tagged Offset specifies the offset, in octets, within the Data Sink's Tagged Buffer, where the Placement of ULP Payload contained in the DDP Segment starts. A DDP Message MAY start at an arbitrary TO within a Tagged Buffer.

4.3 DDP Untagged Buffer Model Header

Figure 5 shows the DDP Header format that MUST be used in all DDP Segments that target Untagged Buffers. It includes the DDP Control Field previously defined in Section 4.1. (Note: In Figure 5, the DDP Header is offset by 16 bits to accommodate the MPA header defined in [MPA]. The MPA header is only present if DDP is layered on top of MPA.)

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|T|L| Rsvd  | DV| RsvdULP[0:7]  |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                            RsvdULP[8:39]                      |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                               QN                              |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                              MSN                              |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                              MO                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 5 Untagged Buffer DDP Header
```

T is set to zero.

RsvdULP - Reserved for use by the ULP: 40 bits.

The RsvdULP field is opaque to the DDP protocol and can be structured in any way by the ULP. At the Data Source, DDP MUST set RsvdULP Field to the value specified by the ULP. It is transferred unmodified from the Data Source to the Data Sink. At the Data Sink, DDP MUST provide RsvdULP field to the ULP when the ULP Message is Delivered. Each DDP Segment within a specific DDP Message MUST contain the same value for the
RsvdULP field. At the Data Sink, the DDP implementation is NOT REQUIRED to verify that the same value is present in the RsvdULP field of each DDP Segment within a specific DDP Message and MAY provide the value from any one of the received DDP Segment to the ULP when the ULP Message is Delivered.

QN - Queue Number: 32 bits.

The Queue Number identifies the Data Sink's Untagged Buffer queue referenced by this header. Each DDP segment within a specific DDP message MUST contain the same value for this field and MUST be the value supplied by the ULP at the Data Source. The Data Source MUST ensure that each DDP Segment within a specific DDP Message contains the same value for this field.

MSN - Message Sequence Number: 32 bits.

The Message Sequence Number specifies a sequence number that MUST be increased by one (modulo 2^32) with each DDP Message targeting the specific Queue Number on the DDP Stream associated with this DDP Segment. The initial value for MSN MUST be one. The MSN value MUST wrap to 0 after a value of 0xFFFFFFFF. Each DDP segment within a specific DDP message MUST contain the same value for this field. The Data Source MUST ensure that each DDP Segment within a specific DDP Message contains the same value for this field.

MO - Message Offset: 32 bits.

The Message Offset specifies the offset, in octets, from the start of the DDP Message represented by the MSN and Queue Number on the DDP Stream associated with this DDP Segment. The MO referencing the first octet of the DDP Message MUST be set to zero by the DDP layer.

4.4 DDP Segment Format

Each DDP Segment MUST contain a DDP Header. Each DDP Segment may also contain ULP Payload. Following is the DDP Segment format:

```
+------------------------------------------+
|  DDP  |                                       |
| Header|           ULP Payload (if any)        |
|       |                                       |
+------------------------------------------+
```

Figure 6 DDP Segment Format
5 Data Transfer

DDP supports multi-segment DDP Messages. Each DDP Message is composed of one or more DDP Segments. Each DDP Segment contains a DDP Header. The DDP Header contains the information required by the receiver to Place any ULP Payload included in the DDP Segment.

5.1 DDP Tagged or Untagged Buffer Models

DDP uses two basic Buffer Models for the Placement of the ULP Payload: Tagged Buffer Model and Untagged Buffer Model.

5.1.1 Tagged Buffer Model

The Tagged Buffer Model is used by the Data Source to transfer a DDP Message into a Tagged Buffer at the Data Sink that has been previously Advertised to the Data Source. An STag identifies a Tagged Buffer. For the Placement of a DDP Message using the Tagged Buffer model, the STag is used to identify the buffer, and the TO is used to identify the offset within the Tagged Buffer into which the ULP Payload is transferred. The protocol used to Advertise the Tagged Buffer is outside the scope of this specification (i.e. ULP specific). A DDP Message can start at an arbitrary TO within a Tagged Buffer.

Additionally, a Tagged Buffer can potentially be written multiple times. This might be done for error recovery or because a buffer is being re-used after some ULP specific synchronization mechanism.

5.1.2 Untagged Buffer Model

The Untagged Buffer Model is used by the Data Source to transfer a DDP Message to the Data Sink into a queued buffer.

The DDP Queue Number is used by the ULP to separate ULP messages into different queues of receive buffers. For example, if two queues were supported, the ULP could use one queue to post buffers handed to it by the application above the ULP, and it could use the other queue for buffers which are only consumed by ULP specific control messages. This enables the separation of ULP control messages from opaque ULP Payload when using Untagged Buffers.

The DDP Message Sequence Number can be used by the Data Sink to identify the specific Untagged Buffer. The protocol used to communicate how many buffers have been queued is outside the scope of this specification. Similarly, the exact implementation of the buffer queue is outside the scope of this specification.

5.2 Segmentation and Reassembly of a DDP Message

At the Data Source, the DDP layer MUST segment the data contained in a ULP message into a series of DDP Segments, where each DDP Segment contains a DDP Header and ULP Payload, and MUST be no larger than
the MULPDU value advertised by the LLP. The ULP Message Length MUST be less than \(2^{32}\). At the Data Source, the DDP layer MUST send all the data contained in the ULP message. At the Data Sink, the DDP layer MUST Place the ULP Payload contained in all valid incoming DDP Segments associated with a DDP Message into the ULP Buffer.

DDP Message segmentation at the Data Source is accomplished by identifying a DDP Message (which corresponds one-to-one with a ULP Message) uniquely and then, for each associated DDP Segment of a DDP Message, by specifying an octet offset for the portion of the ULP Message contained in the DDP Segment.

For an Untagged DDP Message, the combination of the QN and MSN uniquely identifies a DDP Message. The octet offset for each DDP Segment of an Untagged DDP Message is the MO field. For each DDP Segment of an Untagged DDP Message, the MO MUST be set to the octet offset from the first octet in the associated ULP Message (which is defined to be zero) to the first octet in the ULP Payload contained in the DDP Segment.

For example, if the ULP Untagged Message was 2048 octets, and the MULPDU was 1500 octets, the Data Source would generate two DDP Segments, one with MO = 0, containing 1482 octets of ULP Payload, and a second with MO = 1482, containing 566 octets of ULP Payload. In this example, the amount of ULP Payload for the first DDP Segment was calculated as:

\[
1482 = 1500 \text{ (MULPDU)} - 18 \text{ (for the DDP Header)}
\]

For a Tagged DDP Message, the STag and TO, combined with the in-order delivery characteristics of the LLP, are used to segment and reassemble the ULP Message. Because the initial octet offset (the TO field) can be non-zero, recovery of the original ULP Message boundary cannot be done in the general case without an additional ULP Message.

Implementers Note: One implementation, valid for some ULPs such as RDMAP, is to not directly support recovery of the ULP Message boundary for a Tagged DDP Message. For example, the ULP may wish to have the Local Peer use small buffers at the Data Source even when the ULP at the Data Sink has advertised a single large Tagged Buffer for this data transfer. In this case, the ULP may choose to use the same STag for multiple consecutive ULP Messages. Thus a non-zero initial TO and re-use of the STag effectively enables the ULP to implement segmentation and reassembly due to ULP specific constraints. See [RDMAP] for details of how this is done.

A different implementation of a ULP could use an Untagged DDP Message sent after the Tagged DDP Message which details the initial TO for the STag that was used in the Tagged DDP Message. And finally, another implementation of a ULP could choose to always use an initial TO of zero such that no
additional message is required to convey the initial TO used in a Tagged DDP Message.

Regardless of whether the ULP chooses to recover the original ULP Message boundary at the Data Sink for a Tagged DDP Message, DDP supports segmentation and reassembly of the Tagged DDP Message. The STag is used to identify the ULP Buffer at the Data Sink and the TO is used to identify the octet-offset within the ULP Buffer referenced by the STag. The ULP at the Data Source MUST specify the STag and the initial TO when the ULP Message is handed to DDP.

For each DDP Segment of a Tagged DDP Message, the TO MUST be set to the octet offset from the first octet in the associated ULP Message to the first octet in the ULP Payload contained in the DDP Segment, plus the TO assigned to the first octet in the associated ULP Message.

For example, if the ULP Tagged Message was 2048 octets with an initial TO of 16384, and the MULPDU was 1500 octets, the Data Source would generate two DDP Segments, one with TO = 16384, containing the first 1486 octets of ULP payload, and a second with TO = 17870, containing 562 octets of ULP payload. In this example, the amount of ULP payload for the first DDP Segment was calculated as:

\[
1486 = 1500 \text{ (MULPDU)} - 14 \text{ (for the DDP Header)}
\]

A zero-length DDP Message is allowed and MUST consume exactly one DDP Segment. Only the DDP Control and RsvdULP Fields MUST be valid for a zero length Tagged DDP Segment. The STag and TO fields MUST NOT be checked for a zero-length Tagged DDP Message.

For either Untagged or Tagged DDP Messages, the Data Sink is not required to verify that the entire ULP Message has been received.

### 5.3 Ordering Among DDP Messages

Messages passed through the DDP MUST conform to the ordering rules defined in this section.

At the Data Source, DDP:

* MUST transmit DDP Messages in the order they were submitted to the DDP layer,

* SHOULD transmit DDP Segments within a DDP Message in increasing MO order for Untagged DDP Messages and in increasing TO order for Tagged DDP Messages.

At the Data Sink, DDP (Note: The following rules are motivated by LLP implementations that separate Placement and Delivery.):

* MAY perform Placement of DDP Segments out of order,
* MAY perform Placement of a DDP Segment more than once,

* MUST Deliver a DDP Message to the ULP at most once,

* MUST Deliver DDP Messages to the ULP in the order they were sent by the Data Source.

5.4 DDP Message Completion & Delivery

At the Data Source, DDP Message transfer is considered completed when the reliable, in-order transport LLP has indicated that the transfer will occur reliably. Note that this in no way restricts the LLP from buffering the data at either the Data Source or Data Sink. Thus at the Data Source, completion of a DDP Message does not necessarily mean that the Data Sink has received the message.

At the Data Sink, DDP MUST Deliver a DDP Message if and only if all of the following are true:

* the last DDP Segment of the DDP Message had its Last flag set,

* all of the DDP Segments of the DDP Message have been Placed,

* all preceding DDP Messages have been Placed, and

* each preceding DDP Message has been Delivered to the ULP.

At the Data Sink, DDP MUST provide the ULP Message Length to the ULP when an Untagged DDP Message is Delivered. The ULP Message Length may be calculated by adding the MO and the ULP Payload length in the last DDP Segment (with the Last flag set) of an Untagged DDP Message.

At the Data Sink, DDP MUST provide the RsvdULP Field of the DDP Message to the ULP when the DDP Message is delivered.
6 DDP Stream Setup & Teardown

This section describes LLP independent issues related to DDP Stream setup and teardown.

6.1 DDP Stream Setup

It is expected that the ULP will use a mechanism outside the scope of this specification to establish an LLP Connection, and that the LLP Connection will support one or more LLP Streams (e.g. MPA/TCP or SCTP). After the LLP sets up the LLP Stream, it will enable a DDP Stream on a specific LLP Stream at an appropriate point.

The ULP is required to enable both endpoints of an LLP Stream for DDP data transfer at the same time, in both directions; this is necessary so that the Data Sink can properly recognize the DDP Segments.

6.2 DDP Stream Teardown

DDP MUST NOT independently initiate Stream Teardown. DDP either responds to a stream being torn down by the LLP or processes a request from the ULP to teardown a stream. DDP Stream teardown disables DDP capabilities on both endpoints. For connection-oriented LLPs, DDP Stream teardown MAY result in underlying LLP Connection teardown.

6.2.1 DDP Graceful Teardown

It is up to the ULP to ensure that DDP teardown happens on both endpoints of the DDP Stream at the same time; this is necessary so that the Data Sink stops trying to interpret the DDP Segments.

If the Local Peer ULP indicates graceful teardown, the DDP layer on the Local Peer SHOULD ensure that all ULP data would be transferred before the underlying LLP Stream & Connection are torn down, and any further data transfer requests by the Local Peer ULP MUST return an error.

If the DDP layer on the Local Peer receives a graceful teardown request from the LLP, any further data received after the request is considered an error and MUST cause the DDP Stream to be abortively torn down.

If the Local Peer LLP supports a half-closed LLP Stream, on the receipt of a LLP graceful teardown request of the DDP Stream, DDP SHOULD indicate the half-closed state to the ULP, and continue to process outbound data transfer requests normally. Following this event, when the Local Peer ULP requests graceful teardown, DDP MUST indicate to the LLP that it SHOULD perform a graceful close of the other half of the LLP Stream.
If the Local Peer LLP supports a half-closed LLP Stream, on the receipt of a ULP graceful half-close teardown request of the DDP Stream, DDP SHOULD keep data reception enabled on the other half of the LLP stream.

6.2.2 DDP Abortive Teardown

As previously mentioned, DDP does not independently terminate a DDP Stream. Thus any of the following fatal errors on a DDP Stream MUST cause DDP to indicate to the ULP that a fatal error has occurred:

* Underlying LLP Connection or LLP Stream is lost.
* Underlying LLP reports a catastrophic error.
* DDP Header has one or more invalid fields.

If the LLP indicates to the ULP that a fatal error has occurred, the DDP layer SHOULD report the error to the ULP (see Section 7.2, DDP Error Numbers) and complete all outstanding ULP requests with an error. If the underlying LLP Stream is still intact, DDP SHOULD continue to allow the ULP to transfer additional DDP Messages on the outgoing half connection after the fatal error was indicated to the ULP. This enables the ULP to transfer an error syndrome to the Remote Peer. After indicating to the ULP a fatal error has occurred, the DDP Stream MUST NOT be terminated until the Local Peer ULP indicates to the DDP layer that the DDP Stream should be abortively torn down.
7 Error Semantics

All LLP errors reported to DDP SHOULD be passed up to the ULP.

7.1 Errors detected at the Data Sink

For non-zero length Untagged DDP Segments, the DDP Segment MUST be validated before Placement by verifying:

1. The QN is valid for this stream.

2. The QN and MSN have an associated buffer that allows Placement of the payload.

   Implementers note: DDP implementations SHOULD consider lack of an associated buffer as a system fault. DDP implementations MAY try to recover from the system fault using LLP means in a ULP-transparent way. DDP implementations SHOULD NOT permit system faults to occur repeatedly or frequently. If there is not an associated buffer, DDP implementations MAY choose to disable the stream for the reception and report an error to the ULP at the Data Sink.

3. The MO falls in the range of legal offsets associated with the Untagged Buffer.

4. The sum of the DDP Segment payload length and the MO falls in the range of legal offsets associated with the Untagged Buffer.

5. The Message Sequence Number falls in the range of legal Message Sequence Numbers, for the queue defined by the QN. The legal range is defined as being between the MSN value assigned to the first available buffer for a specific QN and the MSN value assigned to the last available buffer for a specific QN.

   Implementers note: for a typical Queue Number, the lower limit of the Message Sequence Number is defined by whatever DDP Messages have already been Completed. The upper limit is defined by however many message buffers are currently available for that queue. Both numbers change dynamically as new DDP Messages are received and Completed, and new buffers are added. It is up to the ULP to ensure that sufficient buffers are available to handle the incoming DDP Segments.

For non-zero length Tagged DDP Segments, the segment MUST be validated before Placement by verifying:

1. The STag is valid for this stream.

2. The STag has an associated buffer that allows Placement of the payload.
3. The TO falls in the range of legal offsets registered for the STag.

4. The sum of the DDP Segment payload length and the TO falls in the range of legal offsets registered for the STag.

5. A 64-bit unsigned sum of the DDP Segment payload length and the TO does not wrap.

If the DDP layer detects any of the receive errors listed in this section, it MUST cease placing the remainder of the DDP Segment and report the error(s) to the ULP. The DDP layer SHOULD include in the error report the DDP Header, the type of error, and the length of the DDP segment, if available. DDP MUST silently drop any subsequent incoming DDP Segments. Since each of these errors represents a failure of the sending ULP or protocol, DDP SHOULD enable the ULP to send one additional DDP Message before terminating the DDP Stream.

### 7.2 DDP Error Numbers

The following error numbers MUST be used when reporting errors to the ULP. They correspond to the checks enumerated in section 7.1. Each error is subdivided into a 4-bit Error Type and an 8 bit Error Code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Error Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x0</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>Local Catastrophic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x1</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>Tagged Buffer Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x01</td>
<td>Invalid STag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x02</td>
<td>Base or bounds violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x03</td>
<td>STag not associated with DDP Stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x04</td>
<td>TO wrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x04</td>
<td>Invalid DDP version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x2</td>
<td>0x01</td>
<td>Untagged Buffer Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x02</td>
<td>Invalid QN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x03</td>
<td>Invalid MSN - no buffer available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x04</td>
<td>Invalid MSN - MSN range is not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x05</td>
<td>Invalid MO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x05</td>
<td>DDP Message too long for available buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x06</td>
<td>Invalid DDP version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x3</td>
<td>Rsvd</td>
<td>Reserved for the use by the LLP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8 Security Considerations

This section discusses both protocol-specific considerations and the implications of using DDP with existing security mechanisms. The security requirements for the DDP implementation are provided at the end of the section. A more detailed analysis of the security issues around the implementation and the use of the DDP can be found in [RDMASEC].

8.1 Protocol-specific Security Considerations

The vulnerabilities of DDP to active third-party interference are no greater than any other protocol running over TCP. A third party, by injecting spoofed packets into the network that are Delivered to a DDP Data Sink, could launch a variety of attacks that exploit DDP-specific behavior. Since DDP directly or indirectly exposes memory addresses on the wire, the Placement information carried in each DDP Segment must be validated, including invalid STag and octet level granularity base and bounds check, before any data is Placed. For example, a third-party adversary could inject random packets that appear to be valid DDP Segments and corrupt the memory on a DDP Data Sink. Since DDP is IP transport protocol independent, communication security mechanisms such as IPsec [IPSEC] or TLS [TLS] may be used to prevent such attacks.

8.2 Association of an STag and a DDP Stream

There are several mechanisms for associating an STag and a DDP Stream. Two required mechanisms for this association are a Protection Domain (PD) association and a DDP Stream association.

Under the Protection Domain (PD) association, a unique Protection Domain Identifier (PD ID) is created and used locally to associate an STag with a set of DDP Streams. Under this mechanism, the use of the STag is only permitted on the DDP Streams that have the same PD ID as the STag. For an incoming DDP Segment of a Tagged DDP Message on a DDP Stream, if the PD ID of the DDP Stream is not the same as the PD ID of the STag targeted by the Tagged DDP Message, then the DDP Segment is not placed and the DDP layer MUST surface a local error to the ULP. Note that the PD ID is locally defined, and cannot be directly manipulated by the Remote Peer.

Under the DDP Stream association, a DDP Stream is identified locally by a unique DDP Stream identifier (ID). An STag is associated with a DDP Stream by using a DDP Stream ID. In this case, for an incoming DDP Segment of a Tagged DDP Message on a DDP Stream, if the DDP Stream ID of the DDP Stream is not the same as the DDP Stream ID of the STag targeted by the Tagged DDP Message, then the DDP Segment is not placed and the DDP layer MUST surface a local error to the ULP. Note that the DDP Stream ID is locally defined, and cannot be directly manipulated by the Remote Peer.
A ULP SHOULD associate an STag and a DDP Stream. DDP MUST support Protection Domain association and DDP Stream association mechanisms for associating an STag and a DDP Stream.

8.3 Security Requirements

[RDMASEC] defines the security model and general assumptions for RDMA/DDP. This subsection provides the security requirements for the DDP implementation. For more details on the type of attacks, type of attackers, trust models, and resource sharing for the DDP implementation, the reader is referred to [RDMASEC].

DDP has several mechanisms that deal with a number of attacks. These attacks include, but are not limited to:

1. Connection to/from an unauthorized or unauthenticated endpoint.
2. Hijacking of a DDP Stream.
3. Attempts to read or write from unauthorized memory regions.
4. Injection of RDMA Messages within a Stream on a multi-user operating system by another application.

DDP relies on the LLP to establish the LLP Stream over which DDP Messages will be carried. DDP itself does nothing to authenticate the validity of the LLP Stream of either of the endpoints. It is the responsibility of the ULP to validate the LLP Stream. This is highly desirable due to the nature of DDP.

Hijacking of an DDP Stream would require that the underlying LLP Stream is hijacked. This would require knowledge of Advertised buffers in order to directly Place data into a user buffer and is therefore constrained by the same techniques mentioned to guard against attempts to read or write from unauthorized memory regions.

DDP does not require a node to open its buffers to arbitrary attacks over the DDP Stream. It may access ULP memory only to the extent that the ULP has enabled and authorized it to do so. The STag access control model is defined in [RDMASEC]. Specific security operations include:

1. STags are only valid over the exact byte range established by the ULP. DDP MUST provide a mechanism for the ULP to establish and revoke the TO range associated with the ULP Buffer referenced by the STag.
2. STags are only valid for the duration established by the ULP. The ULP may revoke them at any time, in accordance with its own upper layer protocol requirements. DDP MUST provide a mechanism for the ULP to establish and revoke STag validity.
3. DDP MUST provide a mechanism for the ULP to communicate the association between a STag and a specific DDP Stream.
4. A ULP may only expose memory to remote access to the extent that it already had access to that memory itself.

5. If an STag is not valid on a DDP Stream, DDP MUST pass the invalid access attempt to the ULP. The ULP may provide a mechanism for terminating the DDP Stream.

Further, DDP provides a mechanism that directly Places incoming payloads in user-mode ULP Buffers. This avoids the risks of prior solutions that relied upon exposing system buffers for incoming payloads.

For the DDP implementation, two components MUST be provided: a RDMA enabled NIC (RNIC) and a Privileged Resource Manager (PRM).

8.3.1 RNIC Requirements

The RNIC MUST implement the DDP wire Protocol and perform the security semantics described below.

* An RNIC MUST ensure that a specific DDP Stream in a specific Protection Domain cannot access an STag in a different Protection Domain.

* An RNIC MUST ensure that if an STag is limited in scope to a single DDP Stream, no other DDP Stream can use the STag.

* An RNIC MUST ensure that a Remote Peer is not able to access memory outside of the buffer specified when the STag was enabled for remote access.

* An RNIC MUST provide a mechanism for the ULP to establish and revoke the association of a ULP Buffer to an STag and TO range.

* An RNIC MUST provide a mechanism for the ULP to establish and revoke read, write, or read and write access to the ULP Buffer referenced by an STag.

* An RNIC MUST ensure that the network interface can no longer modify an advertised buffer after the ULP revokes remote access rights for an STag.

* An RNIC MUST NOT enable firmware to be loaded on the RNIC directly from an untrusted Local Peer or Remote Peer, unless the Peer is properly authenticated (by a mechanism outside the scope of this specification. The mechanism presumably entails authenticating that the remote ULP has the right to perform the update), and the update is done via a secure protocol, such as IPsec.

8.3.2 Privileged Resources Manager Requirement

The PRM MUST implement the security semantics described below.
* All Non-Privileged ULP interactions with the RNIC Engine that could affect other ULPs MUST be done using the Privileged Resource Manager as a proxy.

* All ULP resource allocation requests for scarce resources MUST also be done using a Privileged Resource Manager.

* The Privileged Resource Manager MUST NOT assume different ULPs share Partial Mutual Trust unless there is a mechanism to ensure that the ULPs do indeed share partial mutual trust.

* If Non-Privileged ULPs are supported, the Privileged Resource Manager MUST verify that the Non-Privileged ULP has the right to access a specific Data Buffer before allowing an STag for which the ULP has access rights to be associated with a specific Data Buffer.

* The Privileged Resource Manager SHOULD prevent a Local Peer from allocating more than its fair share of resources. If an RNIC provides the ability to share receive buffers across multiple DDP Streams, the combination of the RNIC and the Privileged Resource Manager MUST be able to detect if the Remote Peer is attempting to consume more than its fair share of resources so that the Local Peer can apply countermeasures to detect and prevent the attack.

8.4 Security Services for DDP

DDP uses an IP based network services, therefore, all exchanged DDP Segments are vulnerable to spoofing, tampering and information disclosure attacks. If a DDP Stream may be subject to impersonation attacks, or Stream hijacking attacks, it is highly RECOMMENDED that the DDP Stream be authenticated, integrity protected, and protected from replay attacks; it MAY use confidentiality protection to protect from eavesdropping.

IPsec can be used to protect against the packet injection attacks outlined above. Because IPsec is designed to secure arbitrary IP packet streams, including streams where packets are lost, DDP can run on top of IPsec without any change.

The DDP implementation MUST implement IPSec services as outlined in Section 2.3 of [RFC 3723]. IPsec packets are processed (e.g., integrity checked and possibly decrypted) in the order they are received, and a DDP Data Sink will process the decrypted DDP Segments contained in these packets in the same manner as DDP Segments contained in unsecured IP packets.

The receipt of an IKE Phase 2 delete message MUST NOT be interpreted as a reason for tearing down a DDP Stream. Rather, it is preferable to leave the DDP Stream up, and if additional traffic is sent on it, to bring up another IKE Phase 2 SA to protect it. This avoids the potential for continually bringing DDP Streams up and down.
9 IANA Considerations

If DDP was enabled a priori for a ULP by connecting to a well-known port, this well-known port would be registered for the DDP with IANA.
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Appendix

11.1 Receive Window sizing

Reliable, sequenced, LLPs include a mechanism to advertise the amount of receive buffer space a sender may consume. This is generally called a "receive window".

DDP allows data to be transferred directly to predefined buffers at the Data Sink. Accordingly, the LLP receive window size need not be affected by the reception of a DDP Segment, if that segment is placed before additional segments arrive.

The LLP implementation SHOULD maintain an advertised receive window large enough to enable a reasonable number of segments to be outstanding at one time. The amount to advertise depends on the desired data rate, and the expected or actual round trip delay between endpoints.

The amount of actual buffers maintained to "back up" the receive window is left up to the implementation. This amount will depend on the rate that DDP Segments can be retired; there may be some cases where segment processing cannot keep up with the incoming packet rate. If this occurs, one reasonable way to slow the incoming packet rate is to reduce the receive window.

Note that the LLP should take care to comply with the applicable RFCs; for instance, for TCP, receivers are highly discouraged from "shrinking" the receive window (reducing the right edge of the window after it has been advertised).
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